
Architectural Lighting for Hospitality



Creative and integrated lighting
design helps form spaces that are
alive with energy, whimsy and
delight.
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We apply lighting intelligently to respond to hospitality
requirements and foster high performance spaces,
whilst reinforcing the overall interior and architectural
expression. 

WSP provides creative and inspiring architectural lighting
designs, cost effective lighting solutions of excellence. 

Our focus is always on the needs of the client, providing
an atmospheric and flexible solution for the end-user,
considering energy efficiency, capital and operational costs,
as well as quality, maintenance and compatibility.



Hotel InterContinental, Sydney

Conrad Hotel Rooftop Bar, NYC

Hyatt Regency Hotel, Washington

Crystal Club, Crown Towers, VIC Nobu, Sydney
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Canberra Casino, ACT Renaissance Hotel, DEN

Hospitality Projects



Lighting plays an important role within hotels and resorts,
creating character and atmosphere – ultimately providing
a memorable and enjoyable experience for guests.  
Lighting adds to the atmosphere of hospitality spaces, be 
they formal, entertaining or relaxing. 

Taking a holistic approach, our team supports the hotel’s
brand and image, highlighting signature design elements
and creating unique destinations and vibrant, exciting
venues. 

WSP embraces innovation and new technologies, which are 
constantly reviewed from a critical and pragmatic perspective. 

Collaboration is central to our approach: working together
with the design team, we carefully consider details and the
integration of lighting into feature elements. 
Good lighting not only highlights interior design elements, but 
also enhances the visual ambience and mood. This approach
creates spaces that are beautiful, comfortable, inspiring.
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We have well established local specialist lighting teams with 
an intimate knowledge of our clients and their environment.
  
WSP’s specialist lighting teams have extensive experience in 
the Hotel and Resort sector across the world.  
We have been involved in over 60 hotel and resort projects 
worldwide.

Our team draws from a diverse range of backgrounds, 
including interior design, architecture, industrial design, 
electrical engineering, theatre and lighting design.  
This broad base of skills enables us to investigate challenging
problems and develop innovative and cost-effective
solutions.

We are passionate about light and its ability to transform
and enhance an environment and we enjoy delivering unique 
and successful outcomes for all of our client’s projects.

Our Team
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Emotive Lighting Design 
Conrad Hotel Rooftop Bar, NYC

WSP lighting was briefed by the client and the architects to
deliver a new emotive lighting design for the bar 
and lounge area, in order to establish a sophisticated 
atmosphere while allowing for views of the city skyline and 
Statue of Liberty. 

Our design for this fortunately situated outdoor lounge 
space delivers a low level and intimate experience. 
The use of blue light, in the hotel’s signature hue, offers an 
memorable atmosphere for patrons. 

Lighting controls are programmable to supplement 
atmospheric light conditions or, to accomodate private 
events.
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RN74 in Seattle is the second RN74 to open after the 
success of the San Francisco restaurant located at 301 
Mission Street. It is a wine bar and restaurant with a focus 
on adapting modern Burgundian food to the local influences 
of Seattle’s abundant natural resources and rich local
food heritage.

The approximately 3,300 sf restaurant is located in the 
historic Joshua Green Building at 4th Avenue and Pike 
street in the heart of downtown Seattle. The design of the 
Restaurant takes clues from the San Francisco restaurant, 
through references to train travel and its now iconic train 
arrival-departure wine board.

The lighting makes use of custom and standard light 
fixtures with an emphasis on sparkle. All the lights are 
controlled on a dimming system that automatically and 
imperceptibly dims the light over the course of the evening 
creating a mood that is at the same time sophisticated, 
relaxed and comfortable.

Iconic Design 
RN74 Restaurant, Seattle
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We approached the lighting design renovation of this classic 
resort by providing design solutions to support the overall 
vision collaboratively created by the design team.  
 
This aesthetic approach centered on four elemental 
concepts: simplicity, light, vastness and celebration. From 
those elements, a design narrative emerged. “Everything 
carries light” is the common thread tying together the 
design brief elements and our approach as lighting 
designers.  
This overarching narrative has positioned us to work closely 
with the team to support the execution of the projects 
goals and offer design experience and technical guidance as 
we specify the interior and exterior light fixtures.

Lighting Elements include custom luminaires that 
reference and celebrate traditional Hawaiian culture.
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Tradition and Celebration
Westin Maui Resort & Spa, WIP



Architectural Lighting Leader
Sacha Abizadeh MSLL MCIBSE

Sacha.Abizadeh@wsp.com 

WSP House 
70 Chancery Lane 

London 
WC2A 1AF 

WSP.com 


